
 

Eduvos and RGB Gaming take on Comic Con Cape Town
2023

Eduvos, one of the leaders in private higher education in South Africa, and RGB Gaming, pioneers in sustainable esports at
learning institutions, are excited to announce that they will be joining forces to exhibit at Comic Con Cape Town.
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Comic Con Cape Town (CCPT) will take place between 27 and 30 April at the Cape Town International Convention Centre 2
(CTICC2). The festival focuses on all elements of pop culture and brings international and local comic artists, film and TV
celebrities and cosplayers to South Africa.

The co-sponsorship comes as Eduvos and RGB Gaming have teamed up to establish esports teams at three of Eduvos’s 12
campuses. The initiative forms part of Eduvos’s future-facing perspective on integrating digital technologies in learning and
campus life.

The sponsorship of by Eduvos with RGB Gaming at CPT 2023 aims to not only promote esports but through this initiative,
both parties aim to further the academic interest in esports in the educational sector and the development of the sport in
general.

Both RGB Gaming and Eduvos believe that esports holds value beyond just teaching students how to game. Esports holds
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the potential to foster a sense of community and inclusivity as anyone can partake.

As a higher education institution, Eduvos is excited about the academic opportunities that esports can provide students.
Esports provides a bridge to STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths) fields as teams must analyse
data, review their strategies and learn to understand the computer hardware and software.

Read more about Eduvos’s esports teams here, and get a ticket to Comic Con Cape Town here.

For press enquiries contact Kara van der Berg at moc.sovude@grebdv.arak  or Jaco Sauer at az.oc.gnimagbgr@ocaj .
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